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The Roomers Project recruits local writers, artists,
photographers, journalists and cartoonists to work
as volunteer mentors with contributors.
Mentors meet with resident contributors to assist
them with their creative material. Roomers is
distributed free to residents of rooming houses,
private hotels and supported accommodation
across the City of Port Phillip.
If you would like to become a contributor or
mentor please contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413
024 528 or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write
to: PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email:
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au
Roomers Networker: Philippa Armstrong
Production: Bill Poon photography+design
Roomers is published under the auspices of the
Elwood/St Kilda Neighbourhood Learning Centre
Inc.
The articles and artwork presented in this
magazine do not necessarily represent the views
of the Project Steering Group or the auspicing
organisation.
No responsibility or liability will be accepted
for any loss or damage which may result from
inaccuracy or omission with respect to any of the
material contained herein.

Thanks to
our generous friends of Roomers:
Kerrie Webster, Deb Watson, Joan Dwyer, Bruce
Fisher, Andy Jackson, Reid’s Guest House, Lindy
Gilham, Susan Collett, New Farm Neighbourhood
Centre and SVDP Glenroy.
our lovely and talented mentors:
Catherine Watkins, Judith Lucy, Jim May and our
many new mentors to be introduced soon.
and our supporters:
City of Yarra, St Kilda Library staff, Tony
Birch, 3CR Radio, Janet de Longville for
her ever improving typing skllls, The Besen
Family Foundation, City Of Port Phillip, Port
Phillip Community Group, Elwood St Kilda
Neighbourhood Learning Centre Inc and Arts
Victoria.
There’s no way we could do it without you.

Message from the editor
One day a few months back, we were at the weekly Roomers
writing workshop throwing around different words and
themes for the next Roomers magazine when someone said
the word spring, which then led to someone else saying the
word sprung. Spring Sprung. This then led to a discussion of
what does sprung mean? Roomers workshops seem to inspire
this kind of circular conversation. Maybe it’s the chocolate
biscuits. It’s a safe and creative space ideal for exploring ideas
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and we never know where our discussions will lead
us. One thing about ‘sprung’ is that it’s a very satisfying
word to say - it’s got a nice ‘boing’ to it.

Writing workshops
Our weekly writing workshops happen every Tuesday
1.30 - 3.30pm. The workshop is held in the Community
Room at St Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t
need to book or ring; you just need to turn up. The
workshops are free and open to everyone. They are a
great way to unearth and polish your creative writing
skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors and
afternoon tea. We are always looking for new people so
please drop in.

The first definition that springs (ha) to mind is that
‘sprung’ is the past tense of ‘spring’: i.e. the season after
winter and before summer. It also brings to mind images
of rusty bed springs breaking out of old abandoned
mattresses or protruding from a lumpy mattress you are
trying to sleep on. It can also be a sudden movement
made by releasing something elastic.
Sprung means being caught out - you’re sprung bad. An
escape or release from prison. A fairly recent definition
of the word sprung is the state of being very attracted to
someone and perhaps even mistaking an obsession with
love. Sprung rhythm is a poetic rhythm that imitates the
rhythm of speech. A sprung wooden floor is for dancing
on...sprung a leak...sprung a trap...

For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

How about becoming a friend of
Roomers?
For $30 per year you can help keep Roomers going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing
Roomers as a quarterly magazine and running weekly
creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
• 4 copies of Roomers posted annually.
• Invitations to any spoken word/performances and
launches.
• Your name listed in the friends section of the
magazine.
• A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly.

Please contact Philippa Armstrong 0413 024 528

City of Port Phillip Seniors Festival
The City of Port Phillip will be host to the Port Phillip
Seniors Festival from Monday 10th October to Sunday
16th October.

Welcome to this latest edition of Roomers. Within this
magazine are some wonderful pieces of writing - it’s
packed full of fiction, memoir, poetry and articles. There
is an interview with local artist Julie Shiels whose striking
image of a high rise tower of abandoned mattresses is
on the cover and a very moving piece by John King on
living with schizophrenia.

The Launch of the Festival is the Mayor’s Tea Dance on
Monday 10 October held at the St Kilda Town Hall from
2pm to 4.30pm. Free with entry ticket. RSVP to ASSIST
9209 6777 for entry ticket.
Festival Highlights include:
The annual ‘Port Phillip Writes’ Seniors Writing Awards;
Festival Forum ‘Can we be ageless?’; Seniors Festival
Art Exhibition, ‘Life in Port Phillip’ old photographs
exhibition, Empowering Elders - your legal rights later
in life, Cultural lunches and dinners, dance and song,
creative activities at Eco Centre, Trivia Pursuits U3A
and a World Music Recital at ESNLC.
Outdoor events include rowing, trugo, gardening,
croquet, walks and exercise groups.
There are many wonderful events on at a Community
Centre near you.

Last year Dr Joe Toscano of the Anarchist Media
Institute and well-known libertarian activist ran a
Roomers workshop on how to get your letters
published in the papers and how to write to pollies.
Dr Toscano has presented the long running Anarchist
World this week program on 3CR since 1977. Inspired
by the workshop, Wendy Butler has written a practical
and instructional piece on how to get your letters
published in the paper. And there’s so much more.
Happy reading.

Call ASSIST on 9209 6777 for further information and
have The City of Port Phillip brochure sent out to you
or pick up from your local Town Hall or Community
Centre or download from
http://www.portphillip.vic.gov.au/seniors_festival.htm
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The “getting away
from it all” weekend
MaryGrace Levakis

Phil finally convinced Mars that it was foolish worrying
about Liam. “Everything will be A1 You’ll see,” he
said as they travelled to Eden for dinner at a licensed
poker machine club. They didn’t win anything on the
poker machines but they laughed and joked a lot, and
that night back at Mallacoota, she slept peacefully and
soundly till daybreak. After a leisurely breakfast, they
cleaned up, packed their camping equipment and headed
for Lakes Entrance where they had an enjoyable picnic
lunch. They lazed about at the 90 Mile Beach for a few
hours then journeyed back to Melbourne via Yarram,
Leongatha and Korumburra.

Mars thought of Liam and his problems as she travelled
along the Princes Highway to Bairnsdale, where she had
a picnic lunch with her boyfriend Phil. Worrying about
Liam as she and Phil travelled on to Mallacoota. Listening
to Phil snore. She continued her thoughts of Liam while
they camped overnight.
Liam was depressed. He was living with a girl who was
six months pregnant. Lisa, who had previously been
married and now separated, was a part-time model.
Liam was a drummer in a rock band. As a couple
they displayed contrasting personality types. He was
Vietnamese Australian, more open, more out-going and
more possessive. She, in contrast, was Anglo-Saxon
Australian, very quiet, shy and illusive. And an impulsive
liar. But Liam’s main complaint - main gripe - was that he
disliked her independence of him.

During the journey home, they listened to music
in silence. Mars started thinking of the patients she
counselled at the community centre. They didn’t all
depress her with their problems. Carlos, for instance,
would often greet her with a verse or two, making her
laugh. “In spring, a young man’s fancy lightly turns - and
turns - and turns.” He quoted with his delightful Spanish
accent as he pirouetted once, and bowed. “A poem
by Helen Rowland and a red rose for a lovely lady.”
Mars smiled to herself as she thought of him. Carlos
was lonely and unemployed but his problems would be
overcome as he had strong willpower and an overall
optimistic nature.

The fact that she went to the theatre, art gallery, or
pre-natal classes on her own not including him in her
numerous outings and activities. He was unsure of her
love. Was he a brief stop-over before she arrived at her
main destination? Would she leave him after the baby
was born? Also, Liam hated her constant lies. He could
never really be sure when she was telling the truth.
Mars had spent hours listening and talking to this very
eruptive, emotional individual. Tried to calm him down,
and help him to see the situation in a calmer state - a
more tranquil frame of mind. Pondered anxiously about
him after breakfast, while she and Phil strolled along the
river bank. They visited an early religious settlement historic Boyd Town. Liam had attempted suicide over
relationship conflicts before, and Mars hoped he would
not do anything so foolish this time.

There were many others of whom she felt more
concern. There was Iris, an elderly lady who was
dominated and manipulated by her married daughter.
The daughter wanted her to sell her home so that a
granny flat could be built in the daughter’s backyard.
Somehow she didn’t feel the daughter was motivated by
love, but rather, by greed.
There was Flo, another elderly, who was pestered with
nuisance calls late at night, who was terrified to even go
shopping alone, because her handbag was grabbed once
by a rough, adolescent girl. Flo had recently received
a chain letter which also terrified her. She handed it
to Mars who poured over its contents. “With love all
things are possible.” Hmm, so far so good, she thought.
“This paper has been sent to you for GOOD LUCK.
The original copy is now in New England. It has been
around the world nine times.” Wow. Marathon mail.
“The LUCK has now been sent to YOU. You will
receive LUCK within four days of receiving this letter,
providing you, in turn, send it on. This is no joke.” “No?
Well then, it’s emotional black-mail.”

Phil told her that she was too sensitive - too involved
with her work. On weekends she would be able to put
her work behind her and enjoy the NOW of her life.
Mars retorted that her work involved PEOPLE - not
objects. “You can put fishing tackle and other such
objects behind you but people - no!” Phil couldn’t
understand why she fretted. Didn’t her supervisor
congratulate her for handling the situation well? True,
Dixie had a pleasant little chat with her and had written
on her report card:“Sounds as though you did a good job on this one. I
liked your cards from last Friday morning. I think you
were right with that lady with the multiple problems.
She’s a pretty sad and ill lady and concentrating on
the gloom could only accentuate it. Love Dixie.”

“You will receive your GOOD LUCK NEWS in the
mail. Send copies to people you think need GOOD
LUCK.” Heavens! Who do I know who doesn’t need it?”
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“Don’t send money as Fate has no price. Do NOT keep
this letter. IT MUST LEAVE YOUR HANDS within 96
hours. An RAF officer received $70,000. Joey Elliot
received $40,000 and lost it because he broke the
chain.” Tsk! Tsk!

his job, but later, after finding the letter again, he mailed
out 20 copies. A few days later he got a better job.
Uaher Fattchild received the letter and not believing it
threw it away - nine days later, he died. PLEASE DO
NOT IGNORE THIS . IT WORKS!”

While in the Philippines, Con Welch lost his wife six
days after receiving the letter. He failed to circulate.
However, before her death, he received $7,755,000.
Please send 20 copies and see what happens in four
days. The chain originated in Venezuela and was written
by Saul Anthony de Croup, a missionary from South
Africa.

“What a lot of crap!” she thought. “Some people have
nothing to do except to make nuisances of themselves.
A stronger personality would simply throw such litter
out. A weaker personality who has been emotionally
shaken by tragic circumstances would be at her wit’s
end. Just like poor Flo,” she sighed as they arrived back
in Melbourne at 10pm. “Are you in the dumps again!”
Phil exclaimed breaking the silence. “Let’s get out of the
car and have a bite to eat at that 24 hour souvlaki place.
Reckon you should apply for hols, and get away from
your work situation for a while. A weekend away is just
not doing the trick!”

“Constantine received the chain in 1953. He asked his
secretary to make 20 copies and send them. A few days
later, he won a lottery of two million dollars. Conts
Dalditt, an office employee, received the letter and
forgot it had to leave his hands within 96 hours. He lost

photo - Julie Shiels
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Barfnite

Russian roulette

Simon Sewell

Bevan Kirkland

His wife had another man,
he lost his job, and he
went bankrupt. He had lost
interest in life. One day
when he was rummaging
through his workshop he
came across the old 45
revolver he once used at a
gun club. Sure enough after
a bit of poking around he
located a couple of bullets.
“Yes, a spot of Russian
Roulette is in order,” he
thought.
Later while relaxing in his
leather recliner with a
Remy Martin brandy beside
him and a Cuban cigar in his mouth he inserted a bullet
into a chamber of the 45. After spinning the chamber a few
times he aimed the barrel at his head. He didn’t hesitate to
squeeze the trigger. Nothing! The gun didn’t fire. “Wow! He
roared, “That was one mother of an adrenalin rush - better
than sex!”
Then without withdrawing the bullet and with the end of the
barrel touching the side of his head he squeezed the trigger
once more, which resulted in even more excitement.
He tried three more times with ever increasing excitement.
The front door sprung open. “What the hell’s going on
here?” yelled his wife.
“I was trying to kill myself but as I failed five times I’m going
to shoot you!”
She stood, terrified, with the gun aimed at her heart.
Suddenly the old gun exploded and blew his hand off.
His wife was more excited than she had been in a long time.

He was a shade water shy, and was recently heard
to say - “Washes away the natural oils” or “Satdy’s
barfnite.” He was reasonably attractive, dressed and
held himself well, and conducted himself socially
with aplomb. At weekend parties he used to score
consistently. Midweek folks would edge away a
little. He took off suddenly for about six weeks
on a tourist package with a mate. I went away for
a bit myself. Upon return, I went to the familiar
Wednesday night drinks. There he was, the centre
of attraction - like bees around a honey-pot they
were. I chatted to his flatmate who was bitching
about the utilities bill. Turns out the tourist package
was to Japan where our friend had been introduced
to a Japanese Bath-House. Now he spends hours a
week in the bath; hence the utility bills. It continues
today, and he has even discarded some over-used
or impregnated clothes. Sometimes he invites ladies
to join him and on rare occasions he is successful.

Sprung!
Janet de Longville
I was ‘sprung’ bad. Caught out! Wrongly wired
for work. That was the long and the short of it.
At school I was told I wasn’t university material.
But neither was I ‘factory fodder’. I tried. Three
different school holiday jobs all sent me ‘running for
the broom cupboard’. Nothing much changed in my
adult work life. Then a lifeline was thrown to me in
1988 when my GP suggested I give up stressing and
apply for the DSP benefit. Immediately a weight was
lifted off my shoulders but what to do with my time?
The stress didn’t leave me.
It was suggested to me to do lots of different
courses. So I did. Word processing, electronics,
tapestry, fabric printing. The idea was ‘to get me out
of the house and to keep busy’. But deep down all I
wanted was to be ‘still’ especially in my own home.
My mind was super active and I had to let it run its
course before I could ‘settle’ and dabble in tai chi,
yoga and meditation.
When my mother was nearly 90 she said that she
was in the winter of her life. I am in my 60s so I
must be in the spring of my life. These years are the
good years.
We all contribute to life as best we can. And isn’t
everyone happier now that the sun is shining once
again. Spring! The sheer magic of existence.
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For Joanne, my big sister

The tree trunk
Gladys Lyons

My big sister Joanne was murdered on the 21st April
2007. The justice system sucks and four years later no
one has been brought to justice. This is a tribute to my
beautiful sister Joanne Elizabeth Howell who was taken
in a bad way from us in 2007.

The tree trunk in the water, peaceful, serene, quiet.
The tree trunk is standing in the green, blue water. A
nice place to be nearby. Nobody to bother you, blue
sky above. Fish in the water enjoying their relaxation,
a person sitting down enjoying the fresh air, sitting,
eating their sandwiches and feeling drowsy. All of a
sudden there is a gunshot. Somebody is shooting wild
birds. I want to try and catch some fish. Will I be lucky?
What kind of fish is available here? Is it not far from the
Murray River. Perhaps Murray Cod or Murray Perch.
Terrific tasting fish. When I was young my mother
brought Pike, Bream, Flat head and Garfish. No wonder
I look 20 years younger than I am. I am full of omega 3
vitamins. Tree trunk in the water is lovely to look at.
The die is cast and sprung.

Joanne had a beautiful singing voice and a sparkling
personality.
She was always happy and made everyone around her
happy just by being around her.
I think about her every day and listen to the precious
sound recordings of her singing: particularly her version
of “Love Don’t Live Here Anymore.”
I love you and I miss you everyday Joanne.
Love, your little sister Simone.

photo - Julie Shiels
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Schizophrenia

- The best thing that ever happened to me
John King

antipsychotic called Haloperidol and then put me in a
padded seclusion room for two days and nights. I had
completely lost my mind. I was then made an involuntary
patient. This meant I was now not allowed to leave the
ward. And I was compelled to take the treatment the
doctor had prescribed.

My back was killing me. I was plastering swimming pools
on my own and I had the demands of a young family
relying on my income. Financial problems were looming.
Every time the phone rang, I jumped. As each day
brought more and more stress, I had no idea I was losing
my mind. Several of my most important relationships
began to deteriorate. I became more and more isolated
from my support network. One day I started having
hallucinations and delusions about my violent, estranged
father. I was paranoid that he was stalking me and my
wife and our two children. I became psychotic within
three days.

As someone who balked at taking any kind of
medication I was wary of it and its side effects. On
my release from hospital I promptly fell into a deep
post-psychotic depression. I thought the diagnosis of
schizophrenia by the consultant psychiatrist meant
that I would be doomed to years of fear and anxiety.
If I was going to be in this state for a long time then I
wanted out. Two or three suicide attempts followed.
They wanted to put me on more medication, an antidepressant called Prothieden. I took this for six months
then stopped as my family and I were ignorant and antimedication. Then I convinced myself that I could come
off the anti-psychotics as well.

My wife and mother-in-law got me to a GP who knew
what was happening and called an ambulance that took
me to Dandenong hospital psychiatric ward. I went
in as a voluntary patient, but when I jumped on to a
table in the common room to start preaching to my
fellow patients (part of my delusion that I was Jesus
Christ, very common apparently). The nurses had to
grab me and inject me in the bum with a powerful

photo - Julie Shiels
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It was six months before I had my second psychotic
episode requiring another ten-day stay in hospital, this
time in Ringwood Hospital. After this last admission,
I started to go to the library and researched this
illness they called schizophrenia. I read from both
pro psychiatry and anti-psychiatry literature. Slowly I
educated myself. By this time I had lost my business and
we were in danger of losing our house. I was put on the
Disability Support Pension and so began our adjustment
to living in poverty. As time went by my depression
got worse. Suicide seemed like the only option. Then I
started to attend a self-help group that was run by the
local community health centre. I found the best way to
help myself was to help others, so I started to share in
the running of this group. It was called T.H.A.T.S. which
is an acronym for “the hard and the scary.”

Surrounded by people whose journeys were truly
heroic, I wanted to do all I could to help those who
had been through what I had and those who were to
experience having schizophrenia. With that in mind I
applied for and got a job at Rivendell as a living skills
worker, before moving on to a community support
worker role with the Richmond Fellowship, now known
as MIND. Again, I met wonderful people staff, clients and
their families. I really started to believe in the recovery
model for people with schizophrenia. I then went on
to gain a seat at the table of a group called VICCAG.
This was a group that gave advice to the Victorian state
government on consumer and carer issues in mental
health. It was an education in how policy at the highest
level was implemented. Again I met more wonderful
people who shared their stories.

The youth worker who had started up the group
suggested I go to TAFE and get qualified as a youth
worker. But my confidence and belief in myself was
completely gone. I took a lot of convincing that I could
ever again be a useful member of a society that shuns
the mentally ill. I went for an interview at TAFE and was
surprised at how I felt; that I might just be able to do
the two year part time course. I met some nice people
in my class. I made friends with a few of them and was
glad to feel I belonged and I may have a future after all.
I was still fragile and going in and out of depression but
now my week had some structure and I had a reason
for getting out of bed and out of the house. My wife
and children helped pull me through with their love and
acceptance. Kids love you unconditionally and it was this
that helped so much in my recovery.

After around four years at VICCAG I was reading the
Saturday Age, and saw an ad for a community member
on the Mental Health Review Board. I applied and was
successful in gaining a position on the board. I have been
there for seven years and am still a member. I decided
when I applied for that position that I would be upfront
about having experienced a mental illness. The thenpresident of the board, John Lesser, told me I was a
trailblazer as the first known consumer to be appointed
to the board. I feel privileged to be in a position to
help others and to protect their rights as consumers of
psychiatric services.
But even on the board I see people who are reluctant
to use the word schizophrenia in relation to themselves
or someone they love. The stigma surrounding that
word is still strong today. I think that this may be in part
due to people’s ignorance that, with the right treatment
and support, people can recover. Schizophrenia can be
episodic with periods of wellness in between. It can
happen to anyone with the right amount of stress or a
predisposition or as a result of illicit drug use. Knowing
from my own, lived experience that people can and do
recover, I want to let anyone who has schizophrenia
know that it is treatable.

As part of my youth workers course I had to do a
placement. I chose to do mine at a Psychiatric Disability
Rehabilitation Service. I chose a place called Rivendell, a
day program in Healesville. I loved being in a place that
didn’t judge me for having mental health issues, although,
like a lot of people who have experienced mental illness,
I was afraid to call it schizophrenia. We would shy away
from using that word. Any word was acceptable as long
as it wasn’t Schizophrenia. I made good friends with
some of the kindest, most compassionate and sensitive
people I have ever met. Quite the opposite of the
media’s portrayal of the violent, deranged schizophrenic.
I no longer believed it was my destiny to end up as a
mad, axe-wielding murderer.

So why do I say schizophrenia is the best thing that
ever happened to me? Otherwise, I would have no
understanding or compassion for the mentally ill, and
I wouldn’t met the many amazing, beautiful people
I’ve met along the way. I’m John King and I have
schizophrenia!
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A conversation with artist
Julie Shiels and Roomers Editor
Philippa Armstrong

Julie Shiels. Sunday best 1
2006 recycled mattress fabric, paper.

Julie Shiels is a St Kilda artist who makes work for
both galleries and public spaces. In this interview we
discuss one thread of Julie’s art that has appeared on
the streets of St Kilda over the years: the quotes and
texts she has stencilled onto discarded furniture, and in
particular, mattresses. As this issue of Roomers explores
the different meanings and layers of the word “sprung”,
we thought it entirely fitting to talk to Julie about her
thoughts and creative response to the many thrown
away mattresses found at any given time in almost every
St Kilda street.
Hi Julie and welcome to Roomers. I’m sure
that over the years many readers have
stopped and read your stencilled quotes
while walking around the streets of St
Kilda and wondered where they come from
and who created them. Although they
are temporary by their very nature, they
combine wit, pathos and social commentary
and have become a highly recognisable part
of our urban landscape. I’d like to begin by
asking you is there a difference between
street art and graffiti?

stories being told through the mattresses. In general
people do associate the stencilled mattresses with ideas
of homelessness. And it certainly does help illuminate
and draw people’s attention and raise awareness of
homelessness. But it is not only about being homeless.
Mattresses link everyone - not only people at risk. A
discarded mattress shows how vulnerable life is.

It’s not so much that there is a difference between
graffiti and street art Rather, the term street art refers
to all forms of art created on the street, with graffiti
being one just type. The term street art is very broad
and covers a wide spectrum of art forms that are
created in public places. If you want to get technical,
I suppose that graffiti is traditional spray painting or
tagging while street art can be any form of art found in
the street such as stencilling, graffiti, stickers, poster art,
installations, performance, flash mobbing assemblages
etc.

Is there an afterlife for all those thrown
away mattresses?
Recycling old mattresses can be a bit of a nightmare.
They are so large and bulky and dense that tips won’t
accept them. And the coils jam up the compacting
machinery. My preoccupation with thrown away
mattresses has led me to discover an amazing place:
a mattress recycling yard. It is a giant graveyard of
abandoned mattresses. A graveyard of dreams and
nightmares. A high-rise estate of mattresses towering
40 metres in the air. Mattress on top of mattress on
top of mattress. Sedimentary layers of time embedded
with the echoes of whispered sweet nothings, midnight
conversations and nightly baby feeds.
Did you know that if you take a mattress apart all
the pieces are reusable: the timber, the springs, the
underfelt, the material. As well as stencilling on
mattresses I have made pyjamas and giant swatch books
out of the fabrics.
The pyjamas represent hope: the ability we all have to
reinvent ourselves. Our opportunities for a second life.
Or maybe even an afterlife.

What is it about discarded furniture, and in
particular abandoned mattresses, that make
you want to stencil quotes on them?
The mattress is the private heart of the home.
Mattresses are where you have dreams and nightmares,
births and deaths. It is an intimate space, no one ever
sees beneath the sheets. So many mattresses are thrown
out onto the streets. All that life and history just tossed
out. How can an object with so much personal history
embedded in it just get abandoned like that? There is no
dignity for the mattress. For me the discarded mattress
represents the fragility of life and its circumstances.
People on the street have said they feel that it is their
10

photo of me in Roomers). When people realise that it
is me who has been stencilling onto discarded furniture
around St Kilda for years, often they laugh out loud. To
an extent I feel invisible when I am creating the street
art: no hoodie, no piercings, just a fairly sensible-looking
woman going about her business.

How do you feel about the temporary nature
of your work? The pieces exist only as long
as they stay on the street.
Any good artwork has to be made of the right material.
My work is about the temporary state of life. Therefore
it is entirely fitting that I use impermanent materials. I
like the democratic nature of stencilling onto discarded
objects because if people don’t like it they can ring
council and get it taken away. Or take a Stanley knife to
it and take it away. Which they have.

Where do the quotes come from?
Some of the quotes are things I overhear, some are
snatches from songs, heard in conversation on the
street, and some are things that I say myself.

Do you create the art pieces under the cover
of night?

Thank you so much Julie for talking about
your work and sharing these beautiful
images. If our readers would like to see more
of your work they can go online to julieshiels.
com.au

No, I do it in broad daylight. I really enjoy the idea that
I am so far removed from what most people think a
street artist would look like (and no, you can’t put a

How to get your letters in the paper

Wendy Butler
Last year, as part of ‘Anti-Poverty Week’, Joe Toscano from Melbourne’s
Anarchist Institute, gave a workshop for Roomers on ‘How To Get Your
Letters Into The Newspaper’. Joe is well known to 3CR listeners as the host of
the long-running “Anarchist’s World This Week” and has been very successful
in getting his alternative views into the mainstream media. Here are some of
his hints.
Writing to papers
1. Email not snail mail.
2. Include name, contact phone number (preferably
mobile) and address.
3. Write as if you are addressing a particular
person, not the letters editor.
4. Most letters are written in response to articles
in the paper that day, so refer to the name of
the article and the date.
5. If there is no article in the paper a good way to
start is “Regarding the current discussion.”
6. Structure for a letter - fifty words to outline the
problem. Fifty to a hundred on how you feel and
the remainder on what should be done.
7. Always end on a positive note.
8. Best days are Mondays and Tuesdays - there’s
less competition.
9. Letters are nearly always edited, so make your
main point clear and concise.
10. Keep a record of what you write and what gets
published (Joe is a serial scrapbooker).

Writing to pollies
1. Snail mail not emails.
2. Address letters to the particular pollie.
3. Be brief. Never more than one page.
4. Write to both Upper and Lower House
Members.
5. Use letters to make an appointment to discuss
situations and your solutions.
6. Form an association with two or more
convenors, not one leader.
7. Include the names of all convenors plus emails,
phone numbers and addresses on letters.
8. Start the letter with - “We’d like to meet with
you to discuss.”
9. Wait one week, then send again, then again. If
still no reply go to the pollie’s office together never alone.
10. Never be aggressive. Make solutions seem
achievable.

As an exercise Joe got us to list ten points about how rooming houses could
be improved, five points about how we’d like the community to treat us and
five things local councils could do to help. He suggested that we write letters
at home and send them on to him to read and comment on.
Our thanks to Joe for a very enjoyable and practical workshop. You can tune
in for more words of wisdom from Joe on “Anarchist’s World This Week”
next week on 3CR 855 am Wednesday 10 - 11AM.
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The following poem was written as a collaborative piece in class by the roomers
group. We have performed it at a couple of places and thought it was worth printing
in the magazine. Our apologies to anyone who holds “My Country” by Dorothea
Mackellar sacred ...
I love a sunburnt junkie
A man of weeping veins
Of jagged fountain angels
who laugh at bloody pains

The core of my heart is the dunny
Above no roof, just blue sky
When sick in the guts all around us
It’s not just cattle that die
But then the juices they gather
And we can piss again
Taking a dump in the dunny
While steadily soaked by rain

I shoved him four horizons
And glassed him with cruel glee
Rare beauty in the terror
The long dark night for me.

I love a sunburnt junkie
Our man of weeping pain
Oh ragged men and women
Seeping down the drain
I love your four horizons
I love a jewel sea
There’s beauty in her terror
The long dark night for me.

The stark-white ring-barked body
So tragic to the hoon
The sapphire-blue bruised track-marks
The blackened silver spoon
The lighting of the lighter
The mixing of the brew
I love my sunburnt junkie
Tho he never follows through

I prefer the rats
Paul South
I open the window
make coffee
sit in my jason la-z-boy.
There is a mid-morning lull:
the washing is already on and I’ve
changed the sheets.
I hear a couple of birds outside
and the dull hum
of trucks and cars.
And I know, because I can feel it,
that there are six beady eyes
staring at me.
But the only thing I can smell
and the only thing I can think about
is rat shit.
Rat
shit.
The room is spotless, except
under the bed
and that, I guess, explains it.
My room. I remember one time
I went to call it my rats’ cage.
As in,
I’ll just nip back into my rats’ -

That’s one hell of a Freudian slip.
But it doesn’t really smell like a rat’s cage.
It smells more like
a gorilla’s enclosure.
And while I sit in this stink,
I think of my mum
and I think of other women I know too,
saying:
You’ll never get a girlfriend with those rats, you know, your room smells like a
cattle shed! How do you expect to catch a woman like that? How do you ever
expect to get a girlfriend with rats in your bed? No wonder you don’t have a
girlfriend, girlfriend, girlfriend…
Well let me set the record straight:
Firstly, I am not trying to catch a woman.
For all the connotations,
I’m not fly-fishing and a woman is not a trout.
And secondly, my room
does not smell like a cattle shed,
it smells like
a gorilla’s enclosure.
And if you want to talk about my rats,
feel free to come around
and talk to them any time.
They’ll probably listen to you more than I will because frankly my dears, I don’t give a rats!
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Sprung
Dave Hughes
latest taste of freedom!” Can mean also, irresponsible
but logical. Alternatively, the refrain from a 1993
compilation album is “caught in the act of being (him /
her) self. Caught out means an observer usually enters
a situation with preset notions. Down with the masks
of persona, eh? Sprung. About my limit for a one-word
stimulus is to say both persons, and de-luxe mattresses,
could be called highly sprung.

“Sprung” - “who sprung whom?” - this is the stuff of
colloquial banter?
It’s vernacular. It’s a polite version from my late father
who recommended the so-called women’s magazines
- glossies - if a person wants to find out “who f---ed
whom and when” among screen actors. FoE said bigger
can be better about one particular nanotechnology
issue. And “Spring is sprung” means “aha”. What
you’re doing now is a logical situation following your

cartoon - Dave Faulkner

The importance of being
Ian G Sykes

Vespers are quiet prayers within that hour before the second 2;
But thinking of a later time when Earth’s shining sister, Venus, may show herself to you;
In Canon hours this is the sixth of cycle in which the 7 rests;
Of reality, which binds the future in the past, within that dislocation wherein conception vests;
Yet whispering, to each one of us alone, of unconstrained ideas which say;
That those lines which we may see as straws suspended in the dying light of day;
Are beckoning to us, for these are just of ourself in a slightly different way.
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Go

Sir Sigmund Nigmour
Convent
On the shocks
Jocks
Spill from whores barrows;
‘What in the devil is it?’
Passerby Retirees
FLuff ‘round CORners
Introducing themselves
Sixty five years and still no insight
A Novitiate!
And only the wise one nods
Her wheel is far gone:
A pony-tail post-pregnancy

The joy of sharing
Book town
Paul Harper

upon deciding not to die
we reinvent colour
like surf
you throw yourself forward along route 1
toward the prospect access for all
sixty four hectares later
we dob the winning goal
in a brutal encounter
on a high school playground
the astounding eyes of rita
astonished to see three railway carriages
shunting back & forth
in a variation of the myth of sisyphus
two celebrating the golden age of jazz
one with a silver lining of empty shackles
at 5:43 pm on a tuesday in april
a beehive for the wizard
& as always
the chicargo underground duo
are a trifle awkward
despite an auspicious reading
their tomato is a yellow duck
plan b a blanket of ugly

Ken Evans
The joy of sharing the ‘Hour of Power’ Christmas luncheon
joining at a table of volunteers and a tasty meal to munch-on with
doubtful weather and funds receding I luckily caught the evening
bus from Central Station by dashing so quickly, could have been
booked for speeding, once nightly settled on board for Merimbula,
my Earthly heaven seeing this ever so large city and suburbs pass
my window I am reflecting on a happy day with 100 of God’s
people so putting pen to paper, after a snooze, I feel a glow. Hope
my thoughts please, when writing I feel my sins a go-go.
As twilight descends, the clear blue skies are serene
In the grand expanse of our vision.
The last rays of golden sun are filtered to soften
Intensity of the blue, could one really feel any indecision,
Of how we must be in awe of god’s superb creation
So let us extend a friendly hand and words of love
To all people living in every other nation . . . . .
When the sun finally succumbs to the long night
And assuredly getting ready to start a new day
The blue-black inkiness takes over the heavenly display,
Entwined with the stars twinkling forever so bright
With space-age rockets, is this an intrusion of mere- man’s rights,
Should we dare to interfere with such a bewitching feeling
How could we possibly make glorious nature more appealing,
The full face of the moon further enhances this scene
with its magical glow,
I feel we earthlings should not tamper with god’s creation
When we are called to Heaven, only then are we entitled
To discover, by his grace, for him to bestow . . . . . .
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Her
recorded greeting
Rose Higgins

The number is no longer attended.
But you may leave a message if you wish.
This number is no longer attended.
There’s been no one home for years.
But you may leave a message if you wish.
This number is no longer attended.
The well’s been dry for years,
Waiting for your bucket of tears.
But you may leave a message if you wish.
This number is no longer attended,
Since I disappeared down the stairs,
Softly, quickly, softly, bearing regret,
But you may leave a message if you wish.

Surrender
John King

He hasn’t just been to the edge of madness
He was trapped in the maelstrom of a full blown psychosis
When the physical and chemical restraints had finally subdued his
tortured mind, he was left with the awful realization that he was
“damaged goods”, “not quite right”
He remembers the promise he once had, while others forget
As he lifts the gun to his temple,
He knows they will talk about him, say he was mad
But he knows he can’t survive in a world that can’t or won’t understand
He has experienced a taste of hell in his mind
He just wants the pain to stop
So he squeezes the trigger and it does

This number is no longer attended.
But you may leave a message if you wish.
And I’ll try to find someone who cares.

The Yamoto ensemble
Paul Harper

Love is a drug

more songs about the moon
more abstract expressionism for the fire brigade
& by definition the contentious relationship
between jungle warfare & footy
evaporates into the archive of the north
to join a five string zither & an ailing donkey

Tom

Love is a drug.
Sex is a drug.
You are a star.

a box from the future can be neither confirmed nor denied
sixty eight pieces of bacon seem excessive
a hexagon from Saturn we accept in good faith
eleven little circles of confusion tell a story about light
the app of the gods may be a contradiction in terms
a large lumbering object of interest
possibly a lever six point five light years long
is unlikely to move wild geese descend on level sands
or the metamorphosis of the solitary female phoenix
but with any luck a van mentioned in two unmentionable poems
may contain more miscellaneous hardware for the assembly of a tea room
the abode of the unintended effect
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Dirty little boy.
Naughty little boy.
Outrageous little boy.
Controversial.
mental patient
crim
prisoner
patient
I’m so mental and proud of it.
means relaxed.
A song called innocence

Over and out

Ian G Sykes
Spouse, family member, close friend and godchild any;
Promise me now while yet I be here in sound mind and health,
That if by accident or age I suffer and cannot recover
You will give me this final fluid;
Deciding as if you were I;
Then you would request the same of me.
Fail not to do it in the vein;
For Kapila’s life was to assuage such pain.

Deep down
Warwick Knight

Deep.
Down.
These words affect me.
They tell me some thing.
When they tell me some thing, there is a sense of life.
They speak to me of many things.
The words when they speak to me tell me of many things.
The words in this paragraph unlock me from the cyberbullying
that, I don’t know, affected me for so long, day and night.
Until I learned to express it, - to listen to the words - and to
express. So that the love of truth, the love of the words, the love
of the story they tell loves me to freedom,
the place of breathe of Air, of the fluids, the water we all live with.

More clarinet
Paul Harper

unseasonable chill
reminds us
we paint such pretty pictures on the universe
star rhymes with house & tree with moon
potentially imbalanced E-moods reminds us
an undesired ZOMG
or worse
traditional fair isle knitting
may not be the best paths possible
to a ravishing body politic
in a one piece swimsuit
& if your mind isn’t already clouded
after all these instructions
buckets of blood in the now proverbial pursuit
through suburban side streets
& a suspiciously heart warming valley
to ice cubes in the upstairs kitchen
your gym shoes
		
somewhere
on the wrong side of the street

photo - Julie Shiels
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A Fitzroy romance
Paul Harper

mowed down in the final quarter
to lose by sixteen points
those who enter the phone box
neglect the gloriously harmonized mark Vlll
a machine characterized externally
by a sharper taller tail fin of increased area
& while not produced in the massive numbers of the VB or IX
generally considered the fighter pilots fighter plane
those who enter the leaning house
discover a universe of abundant yellows
equivalent to a dry martini on a suburban peak hour express
or rehab on a chicken ranch in the mountains
preceded by an amphibious assault
capture
& escape by jeep to blue ice
cow bells & constant disagreements concerning photography
those who enter the house of goat
on a day of uncanny ease & fluency for a beekeeper
fine five alienated voices unite for one moment
& an improvised composition for prepared guitars
clarinet shakuhachi vibraphone trombone
tenor saxophone violin viola
& eight piece groove contraption
enabling
& in a magical piece of interacting story telling
forget a taut psychological drama
documenting a perforated windscreen
& the wonders of new teeth

Father gets
so emotional
Tom

Father gets so emotional
because I’ve got to
the top of the world
No one worries.
My brother shot through.
Father knows there’s something
wrong with me.
I know there’s nothing wrong with me.
I’m a consistent champion.

artwork - James Vost
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I’m not convinced that something that calls itself life and that forever and ever.
Is what it says and what it claims. That is that goes on and on.
So while it doesn’t stop it’s possible to leave.
To be in reality. To subjectify.
And ultimately conjecture.
And I write what I think. It stops I choose to. I leave it. Plink!!

text and artwork - Warwick Knight

Four seasons
George Hall

Summer is youth. It is boisterous and barefoot,
A swim in the ocean and castles of sand,
The child playing, naked, beauty in innocence,
Long days of harvest for folk on the land.

While storms vent their rage on the crystalline landscape
Deep drifts of snow to the mountain tops cling,
Yet ‘neath Winter’s blanket the tiny seed germinates,
Grows, buds and blossoms to herald the Spring.

Summer is barbecues, lingering twilight,
The spray and swat war on mosquitoes and flies,
Summer is lovers alone in the darkness,
Summer is sunshine and endless blue skies.

Spring is a lady, capricious and complex,
Possessing of all of the feminine wiles.
The warmth of a lover, the chill of a rain squall,
Whatever her manner, her beauty beguiles.

Enter the Autumn, gently encroaching
Like river full flowing, on Summer’s last days,
Steeping the hours in gold and in russet,
Days and then weeks in a softening haze.

Spring is a crowning, a birth, an awakening,
The bursting to life of the dormant and bare,
And Spring, like a lady, gives thanks for the birthing,
And nurtures her days with a motherly care.

Till May fondly gathers in remnants of sunshine
And God’s mellow season draws to a close.
Then, at Time’s behest, the brush of the Master
A beauty and grace on the Winter bestows.
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Five minutes of fame is held at

the St Kilda Bowling Club 4 times a year.
For more information call Tullia at Port
Phillip Community Group on 85986615

photos - Debbie Lustig
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Roomers

For residents by residents.

We want your stories and poems and songs and musings and
photos and artworks and articles. And we want them now!
Call Philippa on 0413 024 528 for more information
on how to get involved.

P.S. When you send things in include your name and address so we can contact you. We never
print people’s addresses and you can be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.

